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To all whom 'it may concern:

-

Be it known that I, CHARLES D. LIND
RIDGE, a subject of the King of England.
and a resident of Providence, county of
. Providence, and State of Rhode Island,

_

resistances 3, 3“, 3", 3°, 3'1 and 3°- The nega- _ I

tive resistances may be of the mercury vapor
tube type described in the patent’ of Wein~
traub and Latour N0. 921,930 issued May

18, 1909. The positive resistances'maybe

60

of the Fleming electric valve type described
ment in Systems for Amplifying Electric in The Principles of Electric Wave Teleg-_'
Current. Variations, of which the following reply and Telephony by Prof. Fleming.

- have invented a new and useful Improve

10

15

is a speci?cation.

'
The ionized gas resistances are of a modi
This invention has for its object the am ?ed Fleming electric valve type consisting
pli?cation of electric current variations of of Wollaston wires and constant tempera
moderately high frequency, such, for ex ture electrodes sealed in evacuated chambers.
ample, as the current variations employed in
On page 480 of the second edition of The

65

telephone transmission systems; This ob Principles of Electric W(we Telegraphy and
ject is attained by the use of negative and; Telephony mentioned above, the positive re

70

other variable resistances.

.

'

sistance character of the electrlc valve is

The practical application of systems using shown graphically with the lamp ?lament.
negative resistance independently of other at various tem ratures. This shows that
"ariable resistances for amplifying current with‘the-lamp lament maintained at a cer— 75
20 ‘variations, such as the system described tain temperature the device permits twenty
in my \patent- for a telephone repeater eight milliamperes of current to pass through
_ No. 979,012 dated December 20, 1910, pre it when there is a potential of ?fty volts
sents ‘two serious di?iculties'. Firstly, the across it, and‘that when the applied voltage
negative resistances which are known at the is doubled, the current passing through it 80

25

present time, and which are reliable in their is reduced ?fteen per cent. It will also be

operation, do not undergo su?iciently. large

noted that the author uses a separate source

' '

variations in resistance for‘ the purpose. of current to bring the lamp ?lament to in

30
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Secondly, a negative resistance when placed candescence. The same arrangement is sat
in circuit, ampli?es the current variations isfactory for amplifying current variations 85
in the, local circuit winding of the input 111 this system where the device is used as a _
coil in addition to amplifying them in the positive resistance, but in the form of the
corresponding winding of the output coil evice which is used for the ionized gas re
with the result that the effective resistance sistances 3, 3f‘, 3", 3°, 3“. and 3?’ shown on.
ofthe input coil is very seriously lowered the drawing, instead of passing a steady
and consequently its ve?iciency is reduced.
current. through the lamp ?lament the dur- ]
This invention overcomes this second di?ie rent variations to be ampli?ed are passed

culty by balancing positive resistances through the ?lament, and ‘owing to its small

40

against the negative resistances and an at~\ mass the ?lament undergoes a variation in ‘
tempt is made to satisfactorily overcome the temperature with every variation in the cur 95
?rst di?iculty by obtaining a part of the rent passing throughit-r The “variations in
ampli?cation by the‘operation of ionized the temperature of the'?lament vary the

gas resistances.

By this means a, certain

current‘ passing through the intervening

desired degree of ampli?cation is obtained, space between the ?lament and the c?nstant -

45
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with less sensitive negative resistances. In temperature electrode, the device thereby re. 100
fact, if desired, the positive and ionized gas peating the \current variations "from onecir-v
resistances may be relied upon to provide the cuit section to another; The ?lament con- >
greater: part of the. ampli?cation.
'sists of a portion of the platinum core of ‘
In the drawing WhlCll accompanies and a piece of Wollaston wire which may be
forms part of this speci?cation the only ap bared by immersing it in nitric acid, but is 105

paratus symbolized which requires explana

not necessarily so exceedingly ?ne as that

tion are the negative resistances 1 and 1a commonly used ‘in 'radiotelegraphy as the
which automatically decrease when'the cur lower the frequency of, the current varia-I

rent passing through them increases, the tlons to be ampli?edthe larger in diameter
may be the wire used. The constant tem
cally increase when the potential of current perature electrode may consist of a plati:

positive resistances 2 and 2“ which automati
55

across them increases and the ionized gas num wlre and may encircle the ?la-__
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ment. The resistance of the device between in the temperature of ‘the Wollaston wire

the electrodes is undesirably high and the ?laments yet they tend to have opposite

resistance of the ?lament is undesirably low. effects upon the current passing through the ~
The constant temperature electrode is there input coil winding 9. They should be ad
fore placed as near the ?lament as possible

justed so as to- have, as nearly as possible, 70

and a number of ionized gas resistances are. an equal effect upon the current passing

used with the ?laments connected in series through this induction coil winding. It
and the conducting paths between the elec should also'be mentioned that a single bat
trodes arranged in multiple as shown on th tery may be used ‘in place of the two bat
teries 10 and 10a shown on the drawing. 75
10
Refefring to the drawing, we may assume Furthermore, although the circuit is shown
I that the diaphragm of the telephone transv as providing for one-way transmission only,
mitter 4t is set in vibration resulting in va it may be expected to allow transmission
drawin

.

.

g
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riations in current being produced in the through it in both directions under certain

15 circuit 4 5 6. Alternating currents are then

conditions but with a greater degree of am 80

‘produced in the circuit which includes the pli?cation in one direction.
The positive resistances 2 and 2“, it should
~ induction coil windings 7 and 8 and these
currents alternately oppose and reinforce be‘ mentioned, must be of such a nature as
the current passing through the circuit 10 to be controlled by variations in the amount
of energy applied to them rather than by 85
'20 11 1 9. Acurrent in one direction in the variations
in the current received or in the‘
circuit which includes the induction coil
_Windings 7 and 8 has the opposite effect electromotive force impressed upon them.

to a current in the other directlon in this For if a positive reslstance be of such a
circuit and results. in a current being sent ‘nature as to be controlled by variations in.
25 on in the other dlrection‘ to the receiving the current received regardless of the ap 90
‘ station 12. It will be suf?cient, therefore, plied electromotive force, it could not, of
to follow the effect of a' current in the di course, be positive‘ in character to a sutlicient

rection such that it reinforces the current degree to be of use in this system. And if

passing through the circuit 10 11 1 9. (1)
The current passing from the battery 10
through the induction coil winding, 9 tends
to increase owing to the negative character
of the resistance 1. (2) The potential of
current from 13 to 111 is reduced owing to
operation
and to the resistance and self
induction of the induction coil 11 thereby‘
(a) causing more current to pass through
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' the resistance 2 owing to its positive charac

controlled by the appliedelectromotive force

regardless of the amount of current received
by it, the ?rst slight variation in the applied
electromotive force Would‘be, ampli?ed by

95

the positive resistance to such an extent as to
cause it-to pass from further control. > But

by being controlled by the product of the re
ceived current and the applied electromotive

100

force an increase in potential across the re
sistance may cause a reduction in the amount a

ter, and ‘(12) causing less current to ?ow of current passing through it and yet result

through the Wollaston wire ?laments of the in a slight increase in the amount of energy 105
ionized gas resistances ,3, 3“, 3*’, 3°, 3d and consumed and to thus admit of the resistance
‘3°. ‘(3) The temperature of the Wollaston remaining under the control of the received
7
g
wire ?laments being reduced, less current current variations.
It has been assumed that the ionized gas
' ?ows from the battery 1Oa throu h the cir
45 cuit 10a 11*? .(a, as, 3?, 3c, 3d an 38). (4) resistances are rendered operative by-caus 110
The‘potential from 133 to‘14;a is increased ing the ?laments to undergo variations in
owing to operation (3) and to the resistance temperature. ‘It may be noted, however,
and self-induction of the inductive resist that the action ofrthese devices may be ex—-'
(0:) causing less current to plained by considering the temperature of
pass through t e resistance 2a owing to .its the ?laments to remain constant, the e?ect
a positive character, ‘and (12) causing more of 'the received current variations being
' _ance 11a thereb

50

current to pass "through the circuit 10“ 11“ merely to vary the potential‘across the ?la
thereby varying~the potential drop
1“ 9“. (5) Thecu'rrent passing through the ments
circuit 10a 'lla-la 9‘‘ is lnereased owing, to from what has been termed the constant
55v the negative character of the resistance 1'‘. temperature electrodes to the ?laments. 121
(6) A' current is, induced in the circuit Whether the ?laments are or are not made
"which includes the induction coil "winding to vary in temperature, however, the appa
‘,85'and the receiving station 11, and, owing ratus should be arranged exactly as de
~ to these several ampli?cations, this current
60

is stronger than would be received at the

scribed and as shown on the drawing.

From the foregoin

description it will

receiving‘ station , with direct transmission ‘readily be seen that t- e positive and nega
tive resistances at the input coil end of the
from the induction coil winding 7 .
It should ‘be noted that the variable reg circuit are closely dependent upon each other
65

s'istances and 2 both intensify the varia in that if used separately they would change
tions in. current ‘which result in variations the e'?'ective ‘resistance of the "input coil but
0

12
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being'used together they tend to have equal resistances and to distribute them through
5

and opposite effects upon it and therefore do out the amplifying circuit. The function
not affect it. The other variable resistances of a variable resistance at an one part of
shown on the drawing are not so closely in the circuit shown on the drawing, therefore,
terdependent, or dependent upon the posi is to provide a slight ampli?cation so as to
tive and negative resistances at the input allow less sensitive but more reliable vari
coil end of the circuit, however, and these able resistance to be used at other parts of

could possibly be dispensed with, but in this

the circuit.

The omission of one or more

of the variable resistances shown on the 45
would be requiredat the input coil end of drawing would therefore result in a corre
the circuit, and the more sensitive variable sponding loss in ampli?cation or reliability.
What I claim as new and desire to secure
resistances which are available at the present
time are not suiliciently reliable in their op by Letters Patent of the United States is:

case

more

sensitive

variable

A system for amplifying electric current
variations including main line induction coil
tiveness of the variable resistances there is windings and two local circuit sections, ion
the alternative of increasing the number of ized gas resistances common to both of said
- variable resistances of the same type and local circuit sections, a negative resistance
eration for the purpose.

15

20

25

resistances

It might be

50

thought that insteadof increasing the sensi

that where one variable resistance provides
a slight amplification more of the same type
can be added, as required, and placed at the
same point in the circuit. Attempts to use
a number of variable resistances so placed,

and ‘an induction coil winding in each of
said local circuit sections and in series with
said ionized gas resistances, a source of uni

55

directional current and an inductive re

sistance in series across each local circuit
however, have'thus far been unsuccessful. section, and a positive resistance across each

60

It should further be noted that the ampli? local circuit section adapted to amplify vari
cation provided by one type of variable re ations in potential across-the local circuit
sistance placed at one point in a circuit sections and to prevent the transmission of
which may be su?icient for use in this ampli?ed current variations back toward
66
system, may be insufficient, by itself, to over the transmitting station as described.
30 come‘ the loss in the induction coils in'which
Signed by me at Providence, county of
case no gain is affected by placing two or Providence and State of Rhode Island this
more of such circuits in tandem.
3-5

So that

14th day of November, 1911.
CHARLES D. LINDRIDGE.
Witnesses:
vide, by itself, all the required ampli?cation,
EDWIN C. POTTER,

lacking a su?iciently reliable variable re
sistance which is su?iciently sensitive to pro

it is necessary to use a number of variable

HENRY W. POTTER.

